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PARTNER
Engineering and Science, Inc.

February 16, 2016

Ms. Elisa Paster, Esq.
Glaser Weil LLP
10250 Constellation Boulevard, Floor 19 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
(310) 553-3000

□at-------—

Submitted m ------Co™**8

Council File No:_MLJJLUL 

Item No __ _JL-------------—

** ^SiMO.

RE: Scenario Pricing Estimates - Existing Structure Rehabilitation
Multifarmly Apartments 
750 N Edinburgh Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 
Project No. 16 156760

Dear Ms. Paster,

At the request of Mr. Guy Penmi ana Matt Jacobs, Partner Engineering and Science, Inc. ("Partner") 

has prepared cost pricing estimates for budget planning purposes. It is our understanding that 
rehabilitation of the existing structures at the subject property is being contemplated to address 
a recommendation by the Cultural Heritage Commission to the Los Angeles City Council to 
designate the property as a historical landmark, under Case Number CHC-2015-3386-HCM.

The subject Property is generally described as follows:

Tax Parcel ID # 
Total Building Size

Originally Built 
Number of Apts. 
Parking

5527-013-016
Four single-story buildings of 1,064 gross square feet each (per tax 
records), plus one single-story, freestanding parking garage of -1,150 
gross square feet 
1923 /1925
Eight 2 BR/2 BA Units (TBD)
Eight

750 N Edinburgh Avenue, Los Angeles 90046
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PRICING ASSUMPTIONS

Partner has prepared the following cost estimates for planning purposes only. The costs 

presented herein are based on Partner's understanding of the project scope parameters, iocal 
trade costs, and past experience with similar projects.

Architectural or engineered drawings wore not provided to Partner to determine a definitive work 

scope for the project, nor did Partner contact licensed contractors or solicit qualified bids to base 

its pricing estimates. The cost estimates are based on a preliminary review of the overall site 
conditions. Consequently, it is possible or even likely that many latent conditions exist to each 
structure that could impact the budget pncing. Therefore, the estimated costs should not be 

construed as bids to perform the work, and actual bid pricing may vary widely from the costs 
presented herein.

Pricing estimates were prepared based on a cost per unit, then multiplied to a cost to rehabilitate 
each separate building. Each pricing estimate includes a proportionate cost to rehabilitate the 
separate parking structure building, based on a ratio of one parking stall per apartment unit. 

Economy of scale cost benefits will resuit if all structures are rehabilitated concurrently, however 

the potential cost savings cannot be verified until definitive project documents have been created, 
and bid to qualified contractors under competitive bid conditions.

SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS

Partner acknowledges that the intent of the following three scenarios would be to preserve the 
character-defining architectural elements of the subject property. In every case, partial or 

wholesale reconstruction of each structure is anticipated due to observed structural damage and 
severe deferred maintenance to each building. Partner does not see a practical workaround to 

value-engineer costs until more information becomes known regarding the underlying condition 
of each structure.

Scenario A

In order to address the inherently poor expansive soil conditions, Scenario A proposes to remove 

and temporarily relocate the four apartment structures to facilitate complete regrading of the site, 
and installation of adequate concrete foundations and surrounding erosion control and site 
drainage. Prior to re'ocation of the structures however, it is anticipated that each structure will 
need to be structurally reinforced to permit relocation without structure coliapse.

Site preparation includes excavation and removal of all expansive clay soils to stable alluvium 
(approximately four feet in depth), installation and compaction of engineered fill, then installation 
of reinforced concrete foundations to adequately support each structure.

Once each building structure has been returned to the site and placed/secured to its new 

foundation, full rehabilitation will be performed to restore the character defining elements of the

PARTNER
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existing structure to original condition. All surrounding site improvements wouid be new to match 
original design intent, but where practical upgraded to conform to current model codes.

The dilapidated garage structure cannot be relocated, and may not be salvageaole. Consequently, 

Partner's cost estimate anticipates substantial reconstruction of this structure in its current 
configuration, saving whatever original building materials can be salvaged from a gentle 
demolition process.

Scenario B

Cost pricing for Scenario B assumes a worst case scenario regarding the salvageable condition of 
the original ouilding structures. After careful documentation of all character-defining architectural 

elements, this scenario proposes wholesale demolition and faithful replication of each structure 
using new construction materials and methods.

Once the site has been scraped from its improvements, regrading of the site and installation of 
concrete foundation and drainage systems would commence according to the scope of work 
defined in Scenario A.

Earnest attempts will be made to match original architectural finish specifications, based on 
existing conditions and/or historical research. In every case, no design modifications are proposed 
to alter functional deficiencies that may be inherent with each building.

Scenario C

If relocating of the original building structures proposed in Scenario A is deemed impossible or 
impractical, Scenario C proposes to lift the existing structures high enough to accommodate small 
excavation equipment, so that shallow foundation walls (grade beams and structural steel mid
spans) may be installed beneath each apartment structure. The shallow foundation system would 
be supported by helical piers penetrating deep into the supporting alluvium, around the entire 
perimeter of each structure. Offset ledger plates would be connected to each pier, and placed 
beneath the concrete foundation at regular intervals.

Once adequate foundation support is provided to each structure, the buildings would be lowered 
onto the new foundation, then subsequently rehabilitated to original condition. The surrounding 
site improvements would be replicated with new materials to match original specifications.

In every case, no design modifications are proposed to alter functional deficiencies that may be 
inherent with each building or its surrounding site improvements.

STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS - INVESTMENT ADVISORY

The Property Condition Report previously prepared by Partner on October 30, 201S emphasized 
that the building structures at the property are in poor condition, and have far exceeded their 

useful service life The current condition of the structures present a potential life safety risk due 
to observed structural damage and weakness to each building, and therefore the structures should 
not be occupied in their piesent condition.

PARTNER
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The pricing estimates provided in Scenarios A and C presume that the existing structures are 

salvageable, however many latent structural defects may exist (e.g., widespread framing damage 
from termite infestations, or inherent structural design or construction defects) that may require 
substantial rebuilding of each structure. Attempting to move buildings of this age, condition and 

construction quality presents inherent risks, l-or this reason, Partner recommends that a historical 
preservation consultant be retained to carefully document all character-defining building 

elements that are deemed historical in nature prior to the commencement of any rehabilitation 
effort. Partner also recommends that a structural engineer be engaged to inspect and evaluate 

the soundness of the building structures prior to moving or lifting of same, as their current 
condition is precarious, and any further movement without adequate structural reinforcement 

may cause further structural damage or imminent collapse of exterior walls and root framing 
members.

Partner does not warrant that any of the rehabilitation scenarios outlined above will produce a 
positive return on investment. Partner also cannot guarantee that the original characier-defining 

elements of the buildings can be saved, regardless of the costs allocated or expended to 
rehabilitate same.

The current configuration of the garage structure provides parking stall slips approximately 7'-6" 

wide by 15'-6" in length. This size does not meet the minimum width and depth standards 
required for parking stall design, and rehabilitation of this dilapidated structure (if achievable) will 

not improve the structures functionality for its intended purpose.

Finally, rehabilitation of older building structures is a specialty that requires unique construction 

expertise and experience. Partner recommends that implementation of any rehabilitation effort 
be performed by qualified, licensed contractors that can demonstrate knowledge and experience 

in the preservation of older buildings. Many of the building trades that possess such skill charge 
a premium for their expertise, thus costs should be budgeted accordingly.

If I can be of any other assistance, please don't hesitate to contact me via telephone at (310) 774

3163 or via e-mail at mbourdaaes@partneresi.com.

Sincerely,

Marc Bourdages, Technical Director 
Investment Advisory Group

PARTNER

mailto:mbourdaaes@partneresi.com
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SCENARIO A: Remove existing structure, excavate 4-foot depth of 
expansive soil, install engineered fill and concrete foundation walls, 
reposition and rehabilitate existing structure.

Scope of Work TOTAL Cost $/SF

SOFT COSTS
Historical Preservation Consultant 5,000 7.76
Architect ! - -
Civil / Geotechnical Engineering 4,000 6.21 |
Erosion Control Plan 1,200 1.86 i
Structural 3,000 4.66 |
MEPF Design Engineer (Title 24) -

Permit Expediter 600 0.93
Materials Testing 800 1.24

Total Soft Costs: 14,600 22.67

Hazmat Abatement II
O&M Plan 600 0.93 |
ACM Abatement 2,830 4.39 |
L8P Abatement 5,200 8.07 |
CIH Air Monitoring 3,500 5.43 |

Total HazMat Costs: 12,130 18.84 |

Relocation Costs
Street Permits 2,000 3.11 |
Structure Moving Costs (<30 mile radius) 55,000 85.40 |
Police Transportation Escort 7,000 10.87 i

Structure Storage Fees (160 Days) 32,000 49.69 I
Total Mobilization Costs: 96,000 149.07 |

HARD COSTS
Site Work |

Excavation 62,344 96.81 |
Storm Drainage System 960 1.49 |
Concrete Foundations 8,874 13.78 1

Concrete Flatwork 4,230 6.57 1
Landscaping 2,000 3.11
Irrigation Systems 650 1.01

Total Site Work Costs: 79,058 122.76

Direct Rehabilitation Cost (Rebuild)
Specialty Demolition Allowance 7,500 11.65
Rough Carpentry 10,505 . 16.31
Insulation 7,395 | 11.48
Exterior Finish 20,974 32.57
Exterior Trim 2,337 3.63
Doors & Hardware 4,728 j 7.34 J

PARTNER
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Windows 5,100 7.92
Roofing, Flashing, Fascia 6,600 10.25
Garage Door 1,825 2.83
Finish Carpentry 15,611 24.24
Interior Wall Finish (plaster) 15,086 23.43 |
Painting 2,849 4.42
Rough Plumbing & Connections 8,710 13.52
Finish Plumbing (Fixtures & Accessories) 2,365 3.67
Rough Electrical 2,699 4.19
Finish Electrical 976 1.52
Floor Coverings 1,290 2.00
Ceramic Tile 1,920 2.98
Shower and Tub Enclosures 2,315 3.59
Cabinets 10,500 16.30
Countertops 1,000 1.55 1

Appliances 1,450 2.25
Pleating and Cooling Systems 1,650 2.56
Fire Life Safety (Smoke/CO Alarms) 500 0.78

Total Direct Costs: 294,000 456.52

General Conditions _____________ \______________
Final Clean-up 1,056 1.64 |
Fencing / Protection 550 0.85
Insurance 2,205 3.42 |
Utility Safe-off & Connections 1,012 1.57 |
Permits & Utilities 2,940 4.57

Total General Conditions Cost: 7,763 12.05 |

Fees & Contingency i
Contingency (10%) 29,400 45.65
Construction Management (5%) 14,700 22.83
General Conditions (8%) 23,520 36.52 |
General Contractor's O/H + P (12%) 35,280 54.78 |

Total Fees & Contingency Cost: 102,900 159.78

TOTAL PROJECT COST (PER UNIT): 606,451 941.69
TOTAL PROJECT COST (PER BUILDING): 1,212,902 1,102.64

PARTNER



SCENARIO B: New Construction to match existing specs. Selective 
reuse of character-defining salvaged materials.

Scope of Work TOTAL Cost $/SF

SOFT COSTS I
Historical Preservation Consultant 5,000 7.76 j
Architect 8,500 13.20
Civil / Geotechnical Engineering 4,000 6.21
Erosion Control Plan 1,200 1.86

Structural 3,000 4.66 I
MEPF Design Engineer (Title 24) 1,500 2.33 I
Permit Expediter 600 0.93 |

Materials Testing 800 1.24

Total Soft Costs: 24,600 38.20

Hazmat Abatement
O&M Plan 600 0.93 j
ACM Abatement 2,830 4.39
LBP Abatement 5,200 8.07
CIH Air Monitoring 3,500 5.43

Total HazMat Costs: 12,130 18.84

j
HARD COSTS |

Site Work |
Excavation 10,240 15.90 |
Storm Drainage System 960 1.49
Foundations, Piers, Structural Steel 9,674 15.02 I
Concrete Flatwork 4,230 6.57 !
Landscaping 2,000 3.11 |
Irrigation Systems ' 6S0 1.01 1

Total Site Work Costs: 27,754 43.10

Direct Rehabilitation Cost (Rebuild)
Specialty Demoltion Allowance 6,000 9.32
Rough Carpentry 9,990 15.51
Insulation 2,879 4.47

Exterior Finish 20,974 32.57

Exterior Trim 2,337 3.63

Doors & Hardware 4,566 7.09

Windows 11,100 17.24
Roofing, Flashing, Fascia 8,250 12.81
Garage Door 1,825 2.83
Finish Carpentry 15,611 24.24
Interior Wall Finish (plaster) 15,086 23.43
Painting 2,849 4.42
Rough Plumbing & Connections 8,710 13.52
Finish Plumbing (Fixtures & Accessories) 2,365 3.67 |

Rough Electrical 2,699 | 4.19 I
Finish Electrical 976 j 1.52 |

PARTNER
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Floor Coverings 1,290 2.00
Ceramic Tile 1,920 2.98
Shower and Tub Enclosures 2,315 3.59
Cabinets 10,500 16.30
Countertops 1,000 1.55
Appliances 1,450 2.25
Heating and Cooling Systems 1,650 2.56
Fire Life Safety (Smoke/CO Alarms) 500 0.78

Total Direct Costs: 192.350 298.68

General Conditions
Final Clean-up 1,056 1.64 ;
Fencing / Protection 550 0.85 !
Insurance 1,443 2.24 |
Utility Safe-off & Connections 1,012 1.57
Permits & Temp. Utilities 1,924 2.99

Total General Conditions Cost: 5,984 9.29

Fees & Contingency
Contingency (10%) 19,235 29.87
Construction Management (5%) 9,618 14.93
General Conditions (8%) 15,388 23.89
General Contractor's O/H+P (12%) 23,082 35.84 I

Total Fees & Contingency Cost: 67,323 104.54
I

TOTAL PROJECT COST (PER UNIT): 330,141 512.64
TOTAL PROJECT COST (PER BUILDING): 660,281 600.26

PARTNER
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SCENARIO C: Raise existing structure, install new concrete foundation 
supported by helical piers and ledger plates, level and rehabilitate 
entire structure.

Scope of Work TOTAL Cost $/SF

SOFT COSTS
Historical Preservation Consultant 5,000 7.76
Architect - -

Civil / Geotechnical Engineering 4,000 6.21 |
Erosion Control Plan 1,200 1.86
Structural 3,000 4.66
MEPF Design Engineer (Title 24) - [ '
Permit Expediter 600 0.93
Materials Testing 800 1.24

Total Soft Costs: 14,600 22.67

Hazmat Abatement
O&M Plan 600 0.93 |

ACM Abatement 2,830 4.39 i
LBP Abatement 5,200 8.07 j
CIH Air Monitoring 3,500 _____ 5 43!

Total HazMat Costs: 12,130 18.84 [

j
Mobilization Costs

Hydraulic Structure Lifting 3,350 5.20
i

Total Mobilization Costs: 3,350 5.20
!

HARD COSTS !
Site Work i

Excavation 6,800 10.56 1
Storm Drainage System 960 1.49 j

Foundations, Structural Steel 8,874 13.78 !
Helical Piers & Offset Ledgers 65,000 100.93
Concrete Flatwork 4,230 6.57
Landscaping 2,000 3.11
Irrigation Systems 650 1.01

Total Site Work Costs: 88,514 137.44 |

Direct Rehabilitation Cost (Rebuild)
Specialty Demoltion Allowance 7,500 11.65 |
Rough Carpentry 10,504.80 16.31 I
Insulation 7,395 11.48 |
Exterior Finish 20,974 32.57 |
Exterior Trim 2,337 3.63 |
Doors & Hardware 4,728 ; 7.34 j

Windows 5,100 1 7.92 |
Roofing, Flashing, Fascia 6,600 j 10.25 i

Garage Door 1,825 1 2.83 !

PARTNER
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Finish Carpentry 15,611 24.24
Interior Wall Finish (plaster) 15,086 23.43
Painting 2,849 4.42
Rough Plumbing 8i Connections 8,710 13.52 ;
Finish Plumbing (Fixtures & Accessories) 2,365 3.67 j
Rough Electrical 2,699 4.19 i

Finish Electrical 976 1.52
Floor Coverings 1,290 2.00
Ceramic Tile 1,920 2.98
Shower and Tub Enclosures 2,315 3.59 j
Cabinets 10,500 16.30 1

Countertops 1,000 1.55
Appliances 1,450 2.25
Heating and Cooling Systems 1,650 2.56
Fire Life Safety (Smoke/CO Alarms) 500 0.78

Total Direct Costs: 312,913 485.89 |
i

General Conditions |
Final Clean up
Fencing / Protection 550 0.85
Insurance 2,347 3.64
Utility Safe off & Connections 1,012 1.57
Permits & Utilities 3,129 4.86

Total General Conditions Cost: 8,094 12.57

Fees & Contingency
Contingency (10%) 31,291 48.59 i

Construction Management (5%) 15,646 24.29 i
General Conditions (8%) 25,033 38.87

General Contractor's O/H + P (12%) 37,550 58.31 |
Total Fees & Contingency Cost: 109,519 170.06 1

TOTAL PROJECT COST (PER UNIT): 541,026 840.10
TOTAL PROJECT COST (PER BUILDING): 1,082,053 983.68 j

PARTNER
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MAGiH YOUS5EF
ASSOC SATES
S ' : i.. \'-j *fi A) F i K. b 'i ‘s

February 16, 2016

Ms. Elisa Paster 
Glaserweil
10250 Constellation Boulevard, 19th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Re: 750-756 North Edinburgh

Dear Ms. Paster:

Nabih Youssef Associates (NYA) have reviewed the structural evaluation of 750 756 N. Edinburgh 
performed by John Labib + Associates, dated November 4, 2015.

Based on information provided in the evaluation report, the findings and recommendations are 
appropriate.

Sincerely,

NABIH YOUSSEf & ASSOCIATES

550 SOUTH HOPE STREET, SUITE 1700'* lOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90071 * TEQlB-362-0707 • FAX 213-688-3018 • WWW.NYASE.COM 
LOS ANGELES » SAN FSANCISCO • IR.VINE

\ / '

Nabih Youssef, S.E. 
Principal

Submitted in__Pt- UM___ Committee

Council File No: l*5-/5l%_______

Item No.___ ______________________

Qeptttv ( 16 tvi ny / < v P t<- o

http://WWW.NYASE.COM


Glaser Weii 1C250 Constellation Blvd. 
19th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
310.553.3000 TEL 
310.556.2920 FAX

Elisa L. Paster

February 15, 2016 Direct Dial
310.556.7355
Direct Fax
310.843.2655
Email
epaster@g laserweii. com

VIA E-MAIL

Sharon Dickinson, Legislative Assistant 
Planning and Land Use Management 
Committee
Office of the City Clerk, Council and
Public Services
Ph. (213) 978-1074
Fax (213) 978-1040
sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Submitted in PmH Committee

Council File No: !5"l *5\ £_______

Stem No. ^______________ __

'-•"gar 'ff&h* Pu bzbt'

Date: J D)L

Re: Item 15-1518 (750-756 1/z Edinburgh)

Dear Ms. Dickinson:

On behalf of our client BLDG Edinburgh LLC, we are submitting the enclosed 
items into the record for Item 15-1518, Report from the Cultural Heritage Commission 
relative to the inclusion of Edinburgh Bungalow Court located at 750-756 1/2 North 
Edinburgh Avenue in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments, which is Agenda Item No. 
5 on the Planning and Land Use Management Committee’s February 16, 2015 agenda:

• Attachment B - Letter udutu reuiudry 13, 2016 from Feffer Geological 
Consulting to BLDG Edinburgh LLC

• Attachment C - Email dated February 14, 2016 from David Funk to Guy 
Penini

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely yours,

ELISA L. PASTER
of GUSER WEIL FINK HOWARD AVCHEN a SHAPIRO LLP

ELP:ep
Enclosures

Attachment A - various unications regarding Item 15-1518

TIT MERITAS LAW FIRMS WORLDWIDE

1132596.1

mailto:sharon.dickinson@lacity.org


From: Brittbenston
Subject: Message For PLUM Committee - Re- 75C Edinburgh 

Date: February 15 2016 at 2.47 PM
To: ■ .'mar • ... ll

Dear PLUM Committee

As 1 am unable tc attend the nearing on February 16, I'd like to '©quest tnat this fetter be considered by the committee in my absence.

I five one quarter mile west of 760 Edinburgh on Waring and Harper Ave. My residence was built in 1937 and is of architectural significance — 
it's on an LA architectural tour it’s ir. bocks, etc. The point is, I’m personally a great advocate of the city's architectural diversity and I want to 
preserve that.

The Save 750 Edinburgh campa.gn is complicated but transparent, The creator of this campaign is the resident across the street who does not 
want new. taller construction right in front of histoer baicory. This fact is obvious to many of the neighbors out not those wno are easily 
swayed into supporting any preservation campaign The supporters must not oe aware of the facts, that there are two sides to every story.
This property was originally built from template plans has no promise of being 'affordable' given the huge investment that would be required 
to overhaul it and except tor a somewhat distinct ve stucco archway, is of no architectural merit,

tt seems that there is no strategy for preservation governance in Los Angeles My residence is tne where people constantly park to be 
photographed in front of it, yet no one seems to want to give it a historical designation. 750 Edinburgn is as much a piece of LA history as tne 
near carbon-copies of it around Hollywood, which aren’t lauded at all. People want to save 750 because they either have a saltish motivation 
or are upset about tne more egregious uses of properties in the neighborhood, the giant white boxes that give Los Angeres modem 
architecture a bad name. I’ve seen the pians for 750 Edinburgh and they are NOT for one of those developments. They are designed by an 
architecture firm that dearly has a vision for toe future of architecture in this city. It’s progress1 ve and more distinctive than what's there, though 
not garish

l ask that you not save this unremarkable property. It is a symbol of selfish obstructionism and the lack of a deal strategy. Do net make 
preservabortism in LA a practice of reaction to toe loudest compiainers. Make it something that actively gives toe designation to deserving 
properties.

Thank you for your consideration 

Bntt Benston

Sent from my iPaq



Ftom Florian Idenburg 
Subject 750 N. EDINBURGH AVE 

Date: February 11, 2016 at 12:11 PM
To: us- •'■jj-'3; :, . .

See

Dear Mr. Koretz,

At the request of BLDG Edinburgh, my firm, SO - fL, an internationally acclaimed design firm, to consider the
possibilities for an innovative architectural intervention including an element ot preservation / restoration. Having worked in a range of places, 
on a number of projects in which existing city fabric is transformed for new uses I would like to share with you our observations.
LA has a particular vernacular residential style that gives many LA neighborhoods it characteristic quality. The city holds a number of bungalow 
courts, typical for their time and place. Many of these are worth keeping, 750 N Edinburgh is not. The property in question is an unimpressive 
example of a bungalow court.

Before we knew mas the site was ill-prepared and that structures themselves are unsound, it did occur to me that we could save just the 
perimeter facade and then do a modernist glass structure set inside Something cool, but not viable given that the soil was never compacted.

Our studies proved it is particular ill suited to adaptive reuse, both from an design and from and economical point of view, t am u hard pressed 
to imagine why it might be a good candidate for preservation in the first place, given the number of excellent examples elsewhere in LA.

tt would be fun to do a coot adaptive reuse project, bat this site will demand rebuild.

Sincerely

Florian Idenburg

Sounding partner / SO-IL! s, 3: 
assoc, prof, of practice i Harvard GSD / 
@fknisnkiar)burg



'': m Barrie Mottishaw
S- - ect: Fwd: practical view of 750 Edinburgh 

Date- February 8, 2016 at 2:40 PM
To;

Room i. i

From: Barrie Mottishaw <i>j -
Subject; practical view of 750 Edinburgh 
Date; February 8, 2016 at 1:63-21 PM PST
To;

Cea- Councilman Koietr

I nave written to you before about the''Save the Bungalow Court* effort l am tne property owner across Edinburgh from 750. {See attached 
copy of my former tetter j

When the movement to save 750 was first launched, our family made a tour of some of the bungalow courts which had previously received 
historical designation status, and we were impressed

in our view, however. 750 is different St is too far gone The structural engineers have a! agreed that renovation would be difficult in place 
of the existing structure, one would instead have to erect a stage set merely resembling the original structure Silly; why not reserve 
historical status for a future bungalow court in the neighbourhood that .s architecturally more significant as well as better preserved? Also, 
and this is most important to us if the court were to receive historical status, we fear that the current owners w«l Simply leave it as ft is while 
they take the fight to the courts And then it will become an even more dilapidated eyesore as well as a continuing magnet lor homeless 
vagrants.

I realize that Team Edinburgh is passionate and angry But mere are also neighbors here with opposing views whom you might not meet. 
They are busy and perhaps do not nave- time to attend meetings in the middle of the week.

Do we make important political decisions based on extremely em v.iona appellants'* No. we don t. The decision should simply be a practical 
one

After all. Sarah Palin was angry and emotional and we didn’t elect tier Vice President did we.

Smcereiy.
Barrie Mottishaw

y



>From; Rosalia ifiarrota <
Date; Mon, Feb 1,2016 at 12 15 PM
Subject: 750 N. Edinburgh
To:

Dear Counci.member Koretz

t am a constituent writing due to concern over 750 N. Edinburgh This building is a b'tghteo eyesore and rea:ly needs to be tom down. At one 
point in the past, sex offenders were living there and there aopear to be squatters sneaking in now’ Our neighborhood needs new housing 
that is affordable to young professional families like mine.

i apprec.ate your time in reading this,

Ail the best,

Rcsal.a Egner



February 2,2016

Councilman Koretz 
City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 440 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Regarding:
750 Edinburgh - Cultural Heritage Commission CHC-2015-3386-HCM

Dear Councilman Koretz,

I am a homeowner and voter on 4,h Street in your district, I care deeply about the quality of life 
and housing in our neighborhood.

I am disheartened to hear that your office is considering designating 750 N Edinburgh as a 
historic cultural landmark. That building is a crumbling eyesore that has clearly never been 
maintained. It is a blight on our Beverly Grove neighborhood. I am in favor of its being 
demolished and quality housing been built in its place.

Our city needs to focus on building housing for the future, not holding on to a vestige of the past 
that is well past its useful life. Utilizing the Historical Landmark designation as an anti
development trick will diminish the importance of the designation and eventually the protections 
that are afforded to appropriately designated properties. I

I am concerned about where my kids are going to work and where they arc going to live. Is 
holding onto a third rate bungalow court really a good example of public policy? The Edinburgh 
bungalow court is not a special building or a landmark, and the application needs to be denied.

Resnectfullv.

Ron Gonen
8162 W 4'" Street
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Begin forwarded message:

From:" Arik Tendter*1 <10ank ggmaii com> 
Date: January 27, 2€18 at 8:28.55 AM PST
To: <p_
Ce; <faisai alsew-: : . :.._L 2 ■ :oah f?: ihisM^a :gr-T _^ *
Subject: 750 Edinburgh Cultural He' Sage Commissi©*! CHC-2015-3366*HCM

Dear Councilman Koretz,

Vs an owner of investment properties on Edinburgh Avenue. I ant ver> concerned that the 
dilapidated building at the corner of Waring Vveoue is under consideration as a landmark.

1 his is not an architectural!} unique or interesting building. It is an example of cheap 
commercial development that has been left to decay over the decades. 1 his property has been a 
blight for mans y ears in this neighborhood imagine the surprise when people heard that this is 
under consideration to be a landmark. We should not preserve this building.

Our city desperately needs quality housing and jobs. Sew construction in locations like this is i 
benefit to us all 1. urge you to use to ensure that the landmark application is denied.

Respectfully.

Vrik lendier



From Steve Hely elpt»v;'
Subject 750 N Edinburgh

Date January 21, 2016 at 1:51 PM
To: cou no sir*? mbe* kcxoiz «• iacrtyi

See;

Hello,
!!m writing to oppose any kind of histone designation for these bursaings I live a block away and Fm a huge fan of historic preservation.

But these buildings aren’t really anything interesting or special, they re not unusual examples of anything, they’re a very common type of LA 
architecture and what’s more, they ve fallen into incredib'e disrepair.

It's very frustrating to have a huge section of my neighborhood in such shabby condition as no development can move forward, ft's a real 
biemish on the neighborhood, i walk past them every day, and their condition just seems to get worse and worse while our neighborhood 
cou)a be growing and blossoming.

At the moment these buildings are nome to nothing but feral cats and transients. I’d really tove to see some progress here, and l‘m 
disappointed to see the h stone preservation process used to leave a decrepit, uninteresting section of our neighborhood in ugly, useiess 
condition.

Thanks for your time,
Steve



From: Eddie ScanneK
Subject; Fw: 750 N Edinburgh 

C«te: January 21, 2016 at 5:55 PM
To:

Sent this to the councilman. And good luck with this.

Or Thursday January 21, 2316 s 50 PM, Eddie Scanrtelt <edd«scanne!i@yahoQ,com> wrote:

Dear Councilman Koretz;

My friend Matt Jacobs has called my attention to the residence at 750 N. Edinburgh in 
West Hollywood, with a request that the property be blighted to allow for new 
construction.

I have been friends with Matt for several years - llve known him to De a reasonaole and 
intelligent person, responsible in his business ana someone who cares for the 
community.

The concerns he raised about the 750 N. Edinburgh property seem to me valid;

- The buildings are damaged and at risk of collapse in an earthquake or significant 
reconstruction work
- Squatters are currently residing in some of the buildings
- The lack of parking on the property contributes to a snortage of street parking in the 
neighborhood
- The buildings are unattractive

Matt’s oesire is to see a multi-family project built on the site, not McMansions, I 
understand the responsibility of weighing new development versus maintaining 
neighborhood character, 1 feel that this is a case where development should proceed. In 
addition, i fee! that Matt’s intentions are earnest - he has earned my trust.

i ask you tc piease consider his request.

Sincerely,

Eddie Scannell 
918 Haven hurst Drive 
Apt 310
West Hollywood, CA 90046



---------- Forwarded message -------- —
From iiadn Frankei < >
Date: Tne, Jan 19 2015 at 3 33 PM
Subject: RE 750 N EDINBURGH - CHC-2Q15-2286-HCM
To:': ' "< ■>, " :. ■•.*« >

To Councilman Koretz,

As a resident of the Beverly Grove neighborhood, I am shocked and disappointed that 
the building 750 N. Edinburgh would be up for designation as an historic and cultural 
monument. That this building (which looks like if is already in the process of tear-down) 
still stands, but is uninhabitable and fenced off is unacceptable to the residents who live 
— and pay taxes — in the area. Whet historic occasion or period does it capture other 

than a decaying late mid-century factory kit architecture? The building is in disrepair, 
and it’s lack of makeup Is a blight on the otherwise lovely neighborhood, and it is 
evocative of nothing, nor does it commemorate any moment of great cultural or historic 
significance. I ask you to deny this building landmark status.

Thank you,

Zcch Frankei



Fro r, tippet
S .» ect: 750 N Edinburgh Bungalows 

Dots January 19, 2016 at 1018 PM
To, ■ in-.' -;it, ■
Cc: .. • =. - - ■ o ■ - - - .

Bcc:

Dear Councilmember Koretz.

As a neighbor of 750 N Edinburgh, I am writing to ask you to not designate the bungalows of historic heritage

I pass the bungalows every single day and am constantly struck by what an eyesore they are. In the years I have lived here, they have been 
nothing but decrepit and run down - a place to be avoided rather than appreciated, I believe that if these buildings continue to sit empty, they 
are only going to attract illegal activity and make our neighborhood dangerous. I see no long-term cultural value in this property and would love 
to see them redeveloped to become a place where new members can join in building our lovely community.

Thank you,

Elizabeth Tippet 

8062 Waring Ave 

Los Angeles, CA 90046



From: Scott Dillofl ' diiio1 4
Subject: 750 N. Edinburgh

Date „anuary 13, 2016 at 3 47 PM
To: oaui.koretz aiacitv.org. tfuMn.oayMo'awyore

See;

Councilman Koretz,

Please see my attached letter regarding 750 N Edinburgh.

Thank you, 

Scott DWott

Councilman Paul Koretz 
200 N. Spring Street, Rm 440 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re; 750 H. Eamourgh - CHC-2015-3386-HCM

Dear Councilman Koretz,

As a business owner and renter in Mid-City West, I am writing to voice my 
strong opposition to the City's action to designate me neighborhood's 
worst building as an histone landmark.

People like me are very eager to find new, quality housing in the 
neighborhood Not just McMaostons, but smaller townhouses and 
apartments. The existing building at Edinburgh and Waring is an eyesore 
that presents an opportunity to create new quality housing for families

There are far better examples of bungalows all over Hollywood, many of 
which are not in decrepit condition, and many of which have parking. I 
undeistand that there is nostalgia for bungalow courts, and there are many 
good examples that deserve preserving This is a bad example that does 
not.

Please ao what you can to make sure that the application to landmark this 
building is rejected.

Respectfully,

Scott Dilioff 
451N. Stanley Ave



froin: Darrow, Paul
Subject: Cultural Heritage Commission CBC-2015-3386-HCM - Edinburgh Bungalow Court 

Date January 11. 2016 at 2'25 PW
To: w, • ,,v aerv ■ ;r i. ,

Re: Cultural Heritage Commission CHC 2015-3386-HCM 
Edinburgh Bungalow Court

Paul/Shawn;

i am writing today to express my amazement that the City would consider designating 750 N. Edinburgh 
Avenue a historic cultural monument. Having lived only 50 yards from this property over the last three 
years, I have often wondered why owners let their properties decay to such poor standards. This 
property is a prime example. Not to mention, the property itself is nothing special, let alone worthy of 
historic status.

It's worth noting that at some point I would love to finally buy a home as I have rented in LA for 10 
years. My understanding is that the developers of Edinburgh will be building for small lot for-sale 
housing. This is great! Homes in that area have skyrocketed far beyond my price range. Some of them 
sell for over $2.5mm. Who can afford that but a small select few? I would welcome the Idea of having a 
newer home but at a more affordable price point, even if it's on a small lot. The area is starving for new 
construction and "moderately'' priced homes. It would great to have a neighborhood consisting of low, 
middle, and upper class instead of lower priced rental housing and super upper end homes.

As a LA resident, and my peers agree, we desperately need more for-sale housing. I feel like the idea of 
home ownership for me gets further and further away. Demand won't go anywhere (I think demand is 
what we want) so supply needs to be increased. 1 know the City agrees or they wouldn't have passed 
the small lot ordinance in the first place. If we agree on this point, where are developers supposed to 
build? There are hardly any vacant pieces of land left and I would never want to live on a busy street like 
Beverly or Third where theoretically someone could take advantage of a strip center or automotive shop 
(I actually bought a home once one a busy street and there was contamination issues).

Development must and should occur on residential streets like Edinburgh. But the problem is. Every 
residential neighborhood that people want to own a home in, most likely had a home, duplex or small 
apartment already on It. What are we supposed to now? If you preserve Edinburgh bungalows you are 
eliminating another viable site for improvement and perpetuating the problem for residents like me. Do 
I continue renting for life or buy a home 30-60 minutes away from work? That just burdens our system 
and me, more.

We must be willing to let it of the past to accept a embrace and provide for the future. I think this is a 
great example where we can embrace that idea. Please, many of the protestors already own homes and 
have benefited from home ownership for years. Let's not let them shut the doors to a new generation of 
residents that wish to own in this great area as well.

Paul Darrow
801 North Fairfax PH4
Los Angeles, CA 90046



From: Brittbenston
Subject: Re: 750 N Edinburgh

Dale: January 10, 2016 at 10:49 AM
To: paul.toratrfvlacilyorg, thawrs.baysiss'; laotyorg

Dear Councilman Koretz and Mr Baynsa,

As a Los Angeles resident living just a tew blocks down Waring from 750 N Edinburgh, I 'm writing to ask tnat there be some iogicai response 
to this myopic campaign to save the scary dump at that address.

I! has been an eyesore since I've been living close to it — more Shan 13 years. While there have been many oversized, cookie-cutter 
contemporary single family developments ali over the neighborhood would saving the Raphael make any meaningful difference in balancing 
out those developments? Surely, whatever would go in the Rafael’s place would bring diversity to that unremarkable block of Edinburgh. 
Anything is better than this crumbling structure, or that fence being up in perpetuity.

At least let the campaigners know that the Rafael isn't worthy of landmarking or distinction {it was factory made and there are near-dupucates 
all over the area), and I cant imagine the considerable rot on the building is justifiable to fix.

I iove the old, significant residences all over my area I live in a 1937 William Kesling of some importance. The Rafael is now only significant 
because of this campaign, and doesn’t deserve to be considered with the landmark and well-documented residences of the area

Thanks for listening,

Britt Benston 
756 N Harper Ave

Sent from my iPad



Fror Leeor Maciborski ' - -:i. >nn #
Subject: 750 N Edinburgh CHC-2015*3386-HCM 

Date January 8, 2016 at H:52AM
To: PSu • ‘ ■ .i it,-
Cc: stiaw. oayLiS-i .-k .

Counciimembef Kpretz,

! am writing this tetter in the hope that you and the council strongly consider denying the motion granting 750 N Edinburgh Ave historical 
status. As a tong time resident of this neighborhood and citizen of Los Angeles, 1 am stunned that such a designation would even be proposed 
for this property. This unfortunately comes as little surprise since this once genuine method of conversation has increasingly become the tool 
for a small but vocal contingent that seeks merely to preserve the status quo.

Indeed, much of Los Angeles merits protection to contextualize our future built environment while exhibiting our past However, 750 Edinburgh 
presents neither the architectural substance nor the historical relevance to justify preservation under the City’s ordinance.

The slope of precedent here is slippery. With a strong need to for additional higher quality housing that will not only shelter more people but 
also provide safe, resistant, and sustainable structures, the City cannot afford to take this matter lightly.

With sheerest regards, 

Leeor Maciborski 

833 N Edinburgh Ave 

Los Angeles, CA 91X546

(a luncilmcmbcr K< >retz
2*n> X. Spring Street, Room 44v»
Los Angeles, <!A 9«>012

Re: Cultural Heritage Commission CHO-2015-3386-HCM 
Edinburgh Bungalow Court

('< >uncilmember K< »rc tic,

J am writing this letter in the hope rh.it \ou and the council strongly consider deny ing 
the motion granting ”50 N Edinburgh \vc historical status. As a long time resident of 
this neighborhood and citizen of Los \ngcles, 1 am stunned due such a designation 
\vt >uld even be proposed for this property . This unfortunately comes a'- little surprise 
since this once genuine method of conversation has increasingly become the tool for a 
small hut: vocal contingent that seeks merefv to preserve the status quo.

Indeed, much of Los Angeles merits protection to contextualize our future built 
environment while exhibiting our past. 1 Iovccvcr, ~5h Edinburgh presents neither die 
architectural substance nor the historical relevance to justm preservation under the 
fan's ordinance.

Lhc slope of precedent here is slippe n . \\ nh a strt mg need t<» tor atliiio mal higher 
quality housing that will not only shelter more people but also provide safe, resistant.



and sustainable structures, the On cannot afford to take this matter lightly.

\\ ith sine crest regards.

:=g§^r:
Ixcor Maciborski 
833 \ i\dinburgh Ave 
Los Angeles, C \ 90046

i 'at: t'im&ti and t ' V/*A



Frorr Michael Sung
Subject Dilapidated structure at 750 North Edtburgh 

Date January 8, 2016 at 5:20 AM
To: o-j.i i-sT-tv .. -“a ■ I •

1.1 -i :tu ilnun k- ii't/ .rti Mr H i w

As the property owner at 1001 North Crescent Heights, I write to you to convey m\ alarm, 
confusion, and anger that the squatters latrine at750 North Edinburgh is being considered for 
historic preservation.

This neighborhood eyesore has been an environmental hazard for as long as I have been familiar with 
the area. There arc those special interests that would attempt to argue that this is an important 
vestige of a bygone era. If lack of functionality, poor construction, no identifiable design 
significance, and absence of any important ex-tenants qualifies for preservation, then I can genuinely 
say I have no idea what Los Angeles stands lor on historic preservation.

This comes from someone passionately in favor of the topic: I am broadly pro-preservation when it 
comes to beautiful tokens from our past, examples of human culture that cannot be simply rebuilt 
and replaced. In this case, I can scarcely think of a reason why a 1920s contemporary would WANT 
to replicate this remnant of the worst type of speculative development

As an elected official, you enjoy the responsibility of safeguarding the best interests of your 
constituents. Your webpage happily reports your accomplishments in this vein. Supporting 
preservation of these shacks stands as a bulwark against a better LA and, worse, a blatant disregard 
for the very people most impacted by their preservation: the immediate neighbors. I would hope you 
take the mandate given to you by voters to reject the thin theories advanced by special interests, and 
responsibly discharge your duty to those that will be directly affected by your decision.

I look forward to bearing of your office’s support for demolition.

Michael Sung
5.1 -Ajuatdt Parim: -
Managing l*arrruv 

11 L



From Betnany Grasiec
Subject. 750 ft Eoinburgh-a landmark? 

bats January 7,2016 at 3:34 PM
Tc: paui *<•!vV-.S' uscstyou}, fvhawn.bfift«s:.S'lac!ty >o

Councilman:
Our city needs to focus on building housing for the future, no holding onto insignificant vestiges 
of the past which are blighted and truly beyond repair. I am concerned about where my child is 
going to work, and where he Is going to live. Is holding onto a third rate bungalow court really a 
good example of public policy? The Edinburgh bungalow court is not a special building or a 
landmark, and the application needs to be denied. Moreover, as it now stands vacant, it is a 
blight on the neighborhood. I have noticed an increase in junkies and mentally ill homeless 
people walking around our peaceful residential neighborhood since this building has been 
vacated. Despite significant fencing and barriers, they still seem to get in and squat illegally. 
There is no doubt that homeless addicts are using this property as a drug den, and I feel unsafe 
whenever I walk by the property with my baby. The police have already been called numerous 
times to this property to deal with trespassers and there has been a significant increase in 
helicopters hovering over our neighborhood at night, often waking up my baby. Allowing new 
housing to be built here would increase the tax base of the neighborhood and continue the 
improvements in the neighborhood that have come from recent, tasteful development. 1 
sincerely hope that you will take these concerns seriously and not cheapen the true meaning of 
the term "historic landmark" by applying it to some insignificant, blighted and irreparable cheap 
apartment building.

Bethany J. Grabiec, Esq. 
bgrabiec@hotmail.com

mailto:bgrabiec@hotmail.com


F John Mottishaw
Subject 750 N. Edinburg

Date January 7,2016 at 5:14 PM
To- . ■ : * ■ ■ ■, ' i i ■

Dear Mr. Koretz and Mr, Bayliss

As owner and occupier of the property airectfy across Edinburg Avenue from 750 N. Edinburgh i am extremely concerned. The current 
disposition ts unacceptable; fenced off from the street ana in obvious disrepair, the property is attracting homeless.

As a foundation contractor in an earlier day t recognize that the foundations under these buildings are compromised. The footings and 
concrete perimeter walls are cracked and have moved with the settling of the soil here They are not repairable without removing the buildings, 
a highly unlikely scenario.

1 realize that some people see this courtyard complex as an historic architectural statement. There appears to be a well orchestrated 
campaign for preservation Few of those people however are taking into account the challenges that this project would entail. From my point 
of view it is a tear-down. Any attempt at restoration is unrealistic and only prolongs the blight that it poses on the neighborhood This is dearly 
a case of toe best being an enemy of the good.

Please keep me informed about any developments regarding this property

If you would tike to discuss this situation further! am happy to talk with you.

John Mottishaw

8012 Waring Ave.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90046

(Corner of Waring and Edinburg)

mobile 323 356 6329 
jm@nibs.com

mailto:jm@nibs.com


From Barrie Mottishaw r-s.ccm
Su&iCot My letter to K.oretz & Baytiss

Date: January 7 2Qi6 at 7.43 pm
To

Gentlemen
1 am the property owner directly across Edinburgh from the bungalow court
IMe rent out ou’- cute tittle cmdsman bungalow, usually to architecture students from UCLA, or to young folks employed in the movie industry. 
And we ourselves live and work in the two adjoining units at 8010 and We have owned these three unite smce 1981.

I attended the Commission hearing and was quite disappointed at the way l thought your office railroaded through the approval of heritage 
status to the bungalow court. What commissioner would have opposed your views after you spoke first in favour of it Mr Koretz’ I cynically 
wonder whether some other political motivation prompted you' appearance in favour — perhaps the developer s use of the Ellis act to evict the 
tenants which you did not approve of. 1 daresay you did not visit the property to take a look for yourself.

1 fed that through the organisational know-how of several preservation groups who were behind-the-scenes advisors to a loud handful of 
Edinburgh neighbours — most of whom are renters — the opposing view did not stand a chance.

Respectfully,
Bart e Mottishaw



ATTACHMENT B



FEFFER
GEOLOGICAL CONSULTING

February 13,2016 File No 1556-54

BLDG Edinburgh LLC 
755 N. Laurel Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90046

Subject: CLARIFICATION LETTER
750-756 N Edinburgh Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90046

Reference: GEO TECHNICAL INVESTIG ATION
Proposed Eight, Three-Story Residences
750-756 N Edinburgh Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90046
By Feffer Geological Consulting, Inc. Dated April 2, 2015

crn oflos angfi es aitrovai
Log #87983 Dated April 27, 2015

REVIEW OF BUILDING CONDITION
750-756 N Edinburgh Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90046 
By Feffer Geological Consulting, Inc. Dated February 5, 2016

Dear Mr. Jacobs and Mr. Penini,

As a follow-up to my February 5, 2016 letter, this letter is intended to clarify the challenges from 
a geotechnical standpoint of the existing soil at the buildings located at 750-756 N. Edinburgh. It 
is our understanding that foundation specialists and structural engineers concur that the buildings 
are deficient from a foundation/framing integrity/wood rot standpoint; the buildings are old, 
dilapidated, and unsafe for habitability.

As a certified Engineering Geologist, my expertise is in assessing the physical capacity of soils 
to safely accommodate building structures. Exploratory test pits were completed at various 
locations on the Edinburgh property for purposes of analyzing the capacity of the site to support 
foundations. The report was prepared for the construction of new buildings but the findings 
apply to the existing structures as well.

The soil on the property are medium to highly expansive in nature. The subsurface conditions 
exposed in the test pits consist of uncertified fill and soil to a depth of four feet which in turn is 
underlain by competent alluvium. The existing foundations are deficient and the buildings have 
experienced settlement from the loose soil and uplift from the expansion that has caused tilting 
and cracking in the buildings as shown in the attached photos.



February 13, 2016
Page 2

File No: 1556-54
750-756 N Edinburgh Avenue

View of cracking and damage at stem wall to framing.

Expansive Soil with shrinkage cracking and settlement.
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File No: 1556-54
750-756 N Edinburgh Avenue

Cracking to interior wall.

Cracking to interior flooring
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File No: 1556 54
750-756 N Edinburgh Avenue

There is a question as to whether the existing building foundations or soil below the buildings 
can be improved. Without efforts to remediate the soil conditions, any structure on the property 
will continue to experience differential settlement 'Hie existing structures require assessment by 
a licensed structural engineer do determine if they can withstand the various treatment options.

The solutions to remedy the poor soil conditions at the property are discussed below. Regardless 
of the method chosen the existing foundations must be replaced with a competent foundation 
with dimensions and steel reinforcement as discussed in the approved soil report. The buildings 
are significantly out of level due to the longterm differential movement caused by the soil 
settlement and expansion and the foundations and framing require releveling.

Option 1
Removal and recompaction of the fill and soil to create a competent fill cap capable of 
supporting new foundations. This option is the method recommended in the approved soil report 
and is the most common method to deal with deficient soil. This would require moving the 
existing structures offsile during the grading work.

Option 2
Placing the existing buildings on a pile and grade beam foundation that extends through the 
existing deficient soil and into the competent alluvium at depth. This method would require 
replacing the existing foundations with proper foundations (grade beams) that are supported by 
piles that are drilled into the subsurface. The new piles and grade beams would support both 
perimeter and interior foundations. In order to drill the interior piles holes would need to be cut 
through the flooring for access to the subsurface and a drill rig would need to be positioned 
within the building to drill. This process would inflict substantial damage to the structures 
themselves and we imagine is not viable option as part of a historic preservation effort.

Option 3
It has been suggesting that a possible option includes the pressure grouting of the subsurface soil 
by injection of an epoxy stabilizing compound or grout directly into the soil. The procedure is 
typically performed in sandy soil where the permeability of the granular soil allows for flow of 
the injected material which docs not occur in clay material; the site soil is clayey. Grouting is 
performed on soil at depth as the pressures required to cause densification of the soil are high. 
Grouting of near surface soil causes uneven uplifting of structures and ‘‘blow outs” occur where 
the grout escapes to the ground surface due to the lack of sufficient overburden; buildings 
damage occurs under these scenarios. Additionally, grout points are typically tightly spaced and 
ports within the buildings would have to be created for injection. This would require cutting 
holes through the buildings. This option is not viable.
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File No: 1556-54
750-756 N Edinburgh Avenue

As previously stated it is our opinion that there is no meaningful repair methodology that can 
reasonably be performed for these dilapidated structures.

Sincerely,

FEFFER GEOLOGICAL CONSULTING, INC.

No. ------b
Cerii j Kid /

Engineering 
Geologisl^W
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Guy Penini (BLDG)

From;
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gjy Penini (BLDG) <gpenini@bidgpartners.com>
Sunday, February 14, 2016 9:43 AM
Aaron Green; Matthew Jacobs; Elisa L. Paster
Fwd: Req jest for Access to 750-756 1/2 N. Edinburgh
image001.jpg; Untitled attachment 04467.htm; Chuck Whitaker Resume.pdf; Untitled 
attachment 04470.htm; John Labib Resume Rehab.pdf; Untitled attachment 04473.htm. 
David Funk Resume - Renovation.pdf; Untitled attachment 04476.htm

Response from David Funk including resumes.

Begin forwarded message:

From: David Funk <David@labibse.com>
Date: February 12, 2016 at 5:17:10 PM PST
To: "Guy Penini (BLDG)" <apenini@;bldt;partners.com>
Subject: RE: Request for Access to 750-756 1/2 N. Edinburgh

Guy,

There is no quick answer to what they are asking below, they discuss exploring a new foundation 
option. I did mention this in our report that it is a viable option, but that moving the residences would 
result in further damage & degradation.

Regarding the soils remediation, that may stabilize the soils, but the structures and foundations are still 
severely damaged and would need to be replaced. It all keeps going full circle.

Last, but not least, JLA's a 45 person structural engineering firm that does much work on existing and 
historic building in LA. Piease ask them to describe what a “qualified structural engineer” is. I am 
currently on the Structural Engineering Association of Southern California Existing Buildings Committee 
and task force that is assisting LADBS in establishing the standards to enforce the Mayor’s Seismic 
Rehabilitation Ordinance for soft story and non-ductile concrete buildings. The committee of which I 
am a voting member is establishing standards to retrofit over 13,000 building in LA over the next few 
years.

Regards,

David Funk, S.E.
Principal

mailto:gpenini@bidgpartners.com
mailto:David@labibse.com


David Funk, S.E.
Project Principal

Mr. Funk has been involved in a wide variety of projects including adaptive reuse, seismic retrofit, new commercial, high and low 
rise residential, and design-build government developments. Mr. Funk is responsible for structural concepts, structural design, 
coordination, and construction supervision within John Labib + Associates. Mr. Funk has over 13 years of engineering 
experience, and has completed projects with innovative design concepts including non-linear analysis and historic structure 
analyses and seismic mitigations. David won a 2008 Excellence in Structural Engineering Award from the Structural Engineers 
Association of California for the seismic retrofit of the Flistoric Metro 417 building in downtown Los Angeles.

Education
B.S./ Civil Engineering(Structural Design Emphasis) /University of Southern California

Professional Licenses
Registered Structural Engineer, California
Registered Civil Engineer, California (plus 5 other states)

Professional Organizations
Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) - Member S.E. - Southern California Existing Buildings Committee Member 
American Society of Civil Engineers — M.ASCE

Relevant Project Experience

• UCLA 924 Westwood Building Evaluation, Los Angeles
• UCLA 924 Westwood Retail Structural Impact Review, Los Angeles
• UCLA Campbell Hall Seismic Upgrade Peer Review, Los Angeles*
• UCLA Real Estate Seismic Evaluations and Peer Reviews (ongoing reviews 10-20 per year)
• Cedars Sinai Spielberg Building, Beverly Hills*
• 611 W. 6th Street Non-linear Analysis and Evaluation, Los Angeles
• Subway Terminal Lofts (Metro 417), Los Angeles *
• Bay Model Building Renovation, Sausalito*
• VA San Diego Rooftop Renovations, La Jolla
• Northwest College Renovations, West Covina
• Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills*
• The Hollywood Palladium Renovation and Preservation, Los Angeles*
• Pershing Square Building Renovation, Los Angeles
• 222 S. Hill Seismic Upgrade, Los Angeles
• 3540 Wilshire Seismic Upgrade and renovation, Los Angeles
• 3350 Wilshire Seismic Upgrade and Renovation, Los Angeles
• Abbey Building Seismic Upgrade and Renovation, Los Angeles

indicates project experience with previous firm

John Labib + Associates
Structural Engineers

info@labibse.com
www.labibse.com

209 E. El Segundo Blvd. 
Ei Segundo, California 90245 

t:2 I 3/239 9703 f:2 1 3/239 9699

mailto:info@labibse.com
http://www.labibse.com


John Labib, S.E.
Principal

Mr. Labib is responsible for the structural design, coordination and construction supervision for a variety of project types, including 
experience in new buildings, seismic rehabilitation and earthquake safety evaluation. Mr. Labib has over 15 years of engineering 
experience.

Education
M.S./Civil Engineering/University of California, Berkeley 
B.S./ Civil Engineering/University of California, Irvine

Professional Licenses
Registered Structural Engineer, California
Registered Civil Engineer, California

Professional Organizations
Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC)
American Concrete Institute (ACT)

Selected Project Experience

Innovation eh Seismic Upgrade / Retrofit
• UCLA Kaufman Hall, Los Angeles
• University of California Riverside, Rivera Iabrary, Riverside
• Oaks Christian High School, Westlake
• J. Paul Getty Villa Museum — Museum, Ranch House & Laos, Malibu
• Value Schools Westmoreland & Toberman, Los Angeles
• Dodger Stadium, Los Angeles
• St Vibiana Cathedral, Los Angeles
• Westside Towers Office Buildings, Los Angeles
• Blue Cross Headquarters Office Building, Woodland Hills
• UCLA Apartment Buildings, Los Angeles

Seismic Evaluation
• UCLA Wooden Center and Parking Structure, Los Angeles
• UCLA Parking Structure #32, Los Angeles
• Macy’s Department Stores, PortfoKo of 25 Southern California Stores
• UCLA Housing & Real Estate, Portfolio of 45 residential properties & office buildings, Los Angeles
• Fillmore Center Housing Towers, Portfolio of 15 residential towers & parking structures, San Francisco
• Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Beverly Hills
• Ritz Carlton Hotel, San Francisco
• San Francisco Shopping Centre, San Francisco
• Wilshire Courtyard Office Buildings, Los Angeles

Neil Construction
• I.OS Angeles Clippers Training Facility — New Training Facility A Office Building, Los Angeles
• CNCA High School — New Cnarter School & Parking, Los Angeles
• Wilshire Robertson Office Building — Office Building, Beverly Hills
• Wilshire Le Doux Medial Office Building — Office Building, Beverly Hills
• J. Paul Getty Museum — New Auditorium, Cafeteria & Office Buildings, New Parking Structure, Malibu
• Pasadena Office Building — New Office Building over Parking, Pasadena
• Washington Office Space — Mixed Use building over Parking, Culver City
• Dodger Stadium— New Stadium Club, Los Angeles
• Walt Disney Office Building - Office building, Burbank

John Labib + Associates
Structural Engineers

900 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 936 
Los Angeles, California 90017 

t 2 13/23 9 9600 f: 2 I 3 / 2 3 9 9 699

info@labibse.com
www.fabibse com

mailto:info@labibse.com
http://www.fabibse


• ABC Channel 7 — Office Building & Studios, Glendale
• American Fork Hospital — Hospital Building, American Fork, Utah
• University of California Santa Barbara - New Housing Complex, 30 apartment buildings, Santa Barbara
• Custom Homes — Multiple custom homes in the Los Angeles Area
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Structural Engineers
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Chuck Whitaker
Principal

Responsible for organizmg projects during the initial design phases to provide economical, practical structural 
solutions for many different types of projects. Manages structural design teams, allocation and commitment of 
the firm's resources, and quality reviews to ensure the structural system optimally meets the design, 
constructability, and budget requirements. Experience and knowledge of peer review and value engineering is 
widely utilized in both the preliminary and final project design phases to ensure cost-efficient structural 
solutions. Provides direct input on design parameters and construction systems and serves in a liaison capacity 
with the clients and governing agencies. Available to the client and project team to resolve complex issues in a 
timely manner Oversees the construction administration of projects. Knowledgeable of the design and 
application of building codes, ordinances, and the requirements for structural design and review. Extensive 
experience in the des'gn, retrofit, and structural review of numerous facilities which has provided a thorough 
knowledge and understanding of some of the latest administrative regulations and requirements of the building 
codes governing these facilities. Began engineering career in Washington D.C. with the firm of KCE Structural 
Engineers. At KCE. was responsible for designing many buildings as well as inspecting and testing of many 
projects; spent a large part cf his career in the field taking care of construction administration and interacting 
with contractors. In 1986, moved to Los Angeles, California to join John A. Martin & Associates for 27 years 
to eventually become a principal. Throughout the 40 years of experience in engineering design, project 
management, and construction administration, experience encompasses a diverse array of project types 
including recreational facilities, educat'onal facilities, sports facilities, hotels, parking structures, museums, 
housing, retail facilities, theaters, office buildings, laboratories and warehouses; as well as renovations and 
seismic eva'uations.

Education
B.S Civil Engineering in 1973 at Clarkson University, Potsdam, New York 

Professional Licenses
Registered Engineer in California, Virginia, Maryland, and District of Columbia

Professional Organizations
Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC)
ACE Mentoring of Los Angeles Board Member-Past Chairman of Board (4 years)
University of Southern California Board Member 
Southern California Development Forum Charter Member 
Asian American Architects and Engineers Member

Relevant Project Experience (including projects with previous firm)

K- / 2 Private and Public Schools
• Buckley School Auditorium
• Harvard Westlake Middle School Math and Science Building
• Harvard Westlake Middle School Theater Building
• Harvard Westlake Middle School Parking Structure
• Carlsbad High School Renovation
• LAUSC High School #7
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JLA
Sitmcewral Engineers

• El Segundo High School Modernization
• Inner City Arts Los Angeles

University and Colleges
• Cal Poly SLO Center for Science
• Claremont McKenna College Roberts Pavilion Peer Review
• CSULPi Walter lyramid Basketball Arena
• Fresno State Savemart Arena and Events Center
• Pepperdine Events Center and Parking Structure (Schematic Design)
• San Diego State University Aztec Student Center
• San Diego State Love L'brary Seismic Review And Renovation Study
• San Diego State University Basketball Training Facility (Schematic Design)
• Soka University Performing Arts Center and Wangari Maathal Hall
• UCI Student Center
• UCI Art Center
» UCLA Knudsen Hall Seismic Renovation
• UCLA Physics and Astronomy
• UCLA Dykstra Hall Parking Structure
• UCLA Engineering V Building
• UCLA Pauley Pavilion Pre-Design
• UCLA Royce Hali Seismic Renovation
• U of A/ASU/NA I fealth Sciences Education Building University of Arizona Chemical Sciences Building
• University of Arizona Thomas W. Keating Bioresearch Building
• University of Arizona Cancer Research Building
• USC International Residential College at Parkside Dormitory
• USC John McKay Football Training Facility
• USC Engemann Student Health Center
• USC Social Sciences
• USC John. McKay Football Training Facility
• USC Galen Center Arena and Event Center
• USC Lyon Center Physical Fducation Building
• USC Swim Stadium Renovation
• USC Zilkha Neurogenetic Institute
• USC Brain and Creativity Institute
• USC Irani Hall
• Westmont College Winter Hall for Science and Mathematics 
0 Westmont College Adams Center for Visual Arts
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